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Playing for Your People 

By Tiago Splitter 

When I was growing up in Santa Catarina, where soccer is king, people thought I was the strange one for 

playing basketball. At the time, people didn’t understand it. Looking back now and being the first 

Brazilian player to win an NBA title, my career path is something that I never could have imagined being 

possible. Even my grandfather once, totally serious, asked me, “Can you make a living playing 

basketball?” I said, “Grandad, I think I’ll be okay.” This was right before I signed my first professional 

contract in Spain at 15 years old. 

It is because of my unique path and passion for the sport that I take my responsibility to perform at a 

high level each night very seriously. I tried everything I could to get back on the court this season…anti-

inflammatories, injections, physical therapy. These are the treatments all NBA players get to stay 

healthy. But nothing worked and the pain continued. I couldn’t play the way I wanted to and it began to 

impact me at home. My activity with my kids was way down and I suffered from many restless nights. I 

couldn’t bend down to put my socks on. 

So I started doing my research. I spoke with everyone I could find inside the NBA and out, including 

multiple doctors, the Hawks medical staff, and people who had experienced hip pain during and after 

their careers, including Ronny Turiaf, Jason Kidd, and even someone named Travis Andre Ross, who 

trains for American Ninja Warrior (I contacted him through Instagram!). Everyone was supportive and 

passionate about attacking the problem. 

The surgery is designed specifically to allow me to return to a NBA level of physical performance. The 

toughest part of the decision is missing the Olympics. Brazil has been dreaming of this moment for a 

long time and to have the games in my home country is really special for every Brazilian athlete. It hurts 

that I can’t play, but my Brazilian brothers in the NBA have been really supportive. 

I think back to that moment with my grandfather and imagine how every Brazilian NBA player probably 

had a similar experience. Basketball may not be the top sport in Brazil, but it is growing and I feel a 

strong sense of pride to represent the country. It’s crazy that I made it here and now I must keep going. 

This is what drives me. I am excited that I am getting better. 

  


